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a. features of interviews

Interviewees profile

profile detail n of interviews

Long-term resident community representative of Lo Cañas 3

Long-term resident community representative of El Esfuerzo 4

Long-term resident resident of El Esfuerzo 1

Long-term resident resident of Lo Cañas 1

Long-term resident also community representative of Las Perdices 2

New resident community representative of Alto Macul 1

New resident resident of Alto Macul 1

Local emergency organisations captain and founder of the brigade  
and voluntary members 3

Urban expert inhabitant of Las Perdices 2

Long-term resident community representative of Santa Sofia de Lo Cañas 2

Long-term resident inhabitant of Santa Teresa 2

Long-term resident inhabitant of El Esfuerzo 1

Exclusion zone leader inhabitant of La Higuera 3

Person in charge of municipal/
community ties also resident of Santa Teresa 1

Community representative resident of Santa Teresa 1

Public organisations health workers in Santa Teresa 3

Politician councilman of La Florida 1

Long-term resident resident of Santa Teresa 1

Public organisations emergency management expert 1

Politician National member of the parliament 1

Local emergency organisations voluntary of local organisation 1

Long-term resident community representative of Santa Teresa 1

Local emergency organisations resident of La Higuera 1

Exclusion zone inhabitant resident of La Higuera 1

Urban expert also resident of Las Perdices 1

Urban expert expert in disaster management 3

Urban expert academic and expert on Chilean  
urban geography 1

New resident resident of Alto Macul 1

Local emergency organisations emergency worker 1

Local emergency organisations emergency 2

total   48
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Question guide (adapted per informant):
dimension question(s)

history How did you arrive to live here? Why? 

How was your life before 1993? How was the area? What social relations you had with 
people from other areas? How were you organised collectively? 

1993 disaster 
disruption and 
recovery

What do you remember about the 3 May 1993? How did you experience the aluvión? 
Why did the aluvión occurred in your opinion?  
What impacts did you witness in your area?

Did you participated in relief and recovery?  
How was your experience? How was the process? Who lead it and how?

What results did the recovery had?  
How has the area where you live now change overtime?

post-disaster  
urban changes How has the aluvión changed your life? And your neighbours’? 

In your view, how have the foothills changed in the last decades? Why? 

Which areas are more at risk now? Why? 

What kinds of people inhabit in the different areas now?  
How is it different than before? Why?

How do the different groups relate now?

post-disaster  
risk management

What post-disaster policies, plans and initiatives have been implemented in your 
area? Where? Did you participate in any of them? 

How have these impacted the area? What changes have they brought? For whom? 

How are communities organised to deal with potential hazards? 

What was the role of the Government in the current state of the foothills?  
And the role of real estate companies? Why? 

How do you think these actions will work in a future disaster?

participation Do you participate in local organisations on urban, environmental, emergency, risk, 
or health issues? 

How are you organised? With whom and where? Who else is involved?

What challenges exist to organise the local communities?

Where and how you obtain official and public information on urbanisation 
projects? How do you relate to government actors?  
Can you describe examples of particular interactions?

disaster memory What is your experience with symbols and traces from the 1993 aluvión?

What is your engagement with local rituals and practices?  
Why do people gather to remember? 

future risk 
governance How do you see the future development of the area? 

How can risk management be improved?  
What is the role of the different actors and groups for that? 
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b. features of participant observation settings 

place detail goal frequency
and time

CIQMA and 
surroundings

Multiple visits with 
long-standing residents of 
the foothills

Describing the area where 
the 1993 disaster occurred 
and the current hazardous 
problems with infrastructure

Regular visits; 40 
minutes average

Annual commemoration 
of the aluvión 

Held at CIQMA on 3 May 
2018, it is the main event to 
commemorate the disaster. 
Around 200 assistants

Understanding how local 
people commemorate the 
disaster ‘officially’ 

Once (3 May 2018); 2 
hours

Visits to real estate 
development

Guided by long-standing 
residents of the foothills, 
particularly people that 
participated in organisations 
that contested the 
densification. 

Gaining a grounded 
perspective on how the area 
has changed over time 

A couple of visits; 60 
minutes average

Visits to the Macul 
Ravine bank

Various accompanied visits 
(with people of La Higuera, El 
Esfuerzo, Las Perdices)

Knowing the changes of the 
area, e.g., the development of 
public parks

A couple of visits; 30 
minutes average

Visits to the exclusion 
zone and surroundings 

In La Higuera, Ampliación La 
Higuera and Las Perdices

Knowing the state of the 
different places and housing 
projects affected by the buffer 
zone

Regular visits; 45 
minutes average

Emergency community 
meetings

Local emergency meetings, 
with the participation of 
residents from different 
neighbourhoods, as well 
as public and private 
organisations 

Understanding the people 
involved in local emergency, 
the problems raised, the 
division of responsibilities, 
etc.

Different meetings; 90 
minutes average

Community meetings on 
health issues

Local meetings on health 
issues, with the participation 
of residents from different 
neighbourhoods, as well 
as public and private 
organisations 

Getting an insider view on 
some of the social problems 
in Santa Teresa 

Different meetings; 90 
minutes average

Visits to hazard 
mitigation infrastructure 

Accompanied with different 
local residents and municipal 
officials

Getting a local and expert 
knowledge on the functioning 
of the ponds

Regular visits, 45 
minutes average

Visit to watchtower 
Accompanied by local 
emergency organisations and 
inhabitants 

Knowing the newly 
developed project by the 
BEAF to oversee potential 
hazards

Once, for 90 minutes
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c. codes emerging during analysis (selection)

dimension code dimension code dimension code
Culture and 
discourses Blaming nature Foothills 

features
Land use 
planning Governance Scientific 

knowledge

Culture and 
discourses Development model Foothills 

features

Local 
community 

center
Governance Self-governance

Culture and 
discourses Disaster anniversary Foothills 

features
Local planning 

instrumens Governance Social 
mobilization

Culture and 
discourses Disaster culture Foothills 

features Local policy Governance Speculation

Culture and 
discourses Disaster justice Foothills 

features Municipal HR Governance State logic

Culture and 
discourses Environmental justice Foothills 

features PRC Governance Top-down 
instruments

Culture and 
discourses Neoliberalization Foothills 

features PRMS Governance University(ies)

Culture and 
discourses Power relations Foothills 

features Ravines Governance Urban land use

Culture and 
discourses Private economic logic Foothills 

features Resilience Hazard 
management Aguas lluvia

Culture and 
discourses Privatization Foothills 

features Security Hazard 
management Climate change

Culture and 
discourses Right to the city Foothills 

features Stgo Flooding Hazard 
management Extreme events

Culture and 
discourses Urban culture Foothills 

features
Stgo foothills 

features
Hazard 

management Fire hazard

Culture and 
discourses Urban future Foothills 

features Stgo Limits Hazard 
management Flooding

Culture and 
discourses Victims logic Foothills 

features Urban density Hazard 
management Hazard

Culture and 
discourses Disaster politics Foothills 

features Urban ecology Hazard 
management Mitigation

Disaster ‘events’ Disaster immediate 
causes

Foothills 
features Urban landscape Hazard 

management National policies

Disaster ‘events’ Disaster impacts Foothills 
features Urban limits Hazard 

management ONEMI

Disaster ‘events’ Event alluvium stgo 1993 Foothills 
features Urban mobility Hazard 

management Other studies
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Disaster ‘events’ Event flooding Stgo 2005 Foothills 
features Urbanization Hazard 

management Risk

Disaster ‘events’ Historical disasters Foothills 
features Vulnerability Hazard 

management
Risk 

management

Disaster ‘events’ Immediate recovery Foothills 
features

Deterioration of 
space

Hazard 
management Risk perception

Disaster ‘events’ International 
organizations

Foothills 
features

Differences in 
risk

Hazard 
management Risk reduction

Disaster ‘events’ Post-disaster Governance Citizen 
participation

Hazard 
management

Technical 
knowledge

Disaster ‘events’ Post-disaster 
reconstruction Governance Civil society 

organization
Hazard 

management
Traditional 

planning

Disaster ‘events’ Post-disaster relocation Governance Community 
projects

Hazard 
management Water

Disaster ‘events’ Pre-disaster Governance Conflict Hazard 
management

Water 
management

Foothills 
features Ecological systems Governance Emergency 

prevention Neighbourhoods Gated 
communities

Foothills 
features

Foothills (gated) 
communities Governance Emergency 

response Neighbourhoods Las Perdices

Foothills 
features

Formal-informal 
housing Governance Female 

leadership Neighbourhoods El Esfuerzo

Foothills 
features Green infrastructure Governance Local 

governance Neighbourhoods Exposure

Foothills 
features Heritage Governance Local knowledge Neighbourhoods Local 

neighbourhoods

Foothills 
features Historical planning Governance Multi-level 

governance Neighbourhoods Restriction zone

Foothills 
features Historical urbanisation Governance Multi-level 

planning Neighbourhoods Santa Teresa

Foothills 
features Immigration Governance National 

institutions Neighbourhoods Urban squatting

Foothills 
features Infrastructure Governance Real estate Reflection Ethnographer 

self-reflection

Foothills 
features

La Higuera restriction 
zone Governance Relation with 

organizations Reflection Theoretical 
model

Foothills 
features Land distribution Governance Science-policy

Foothills 
features Land use change
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d. list of quantitative and spatial sources used  

name type goal managed 
with source

CENSUS DATA from 
2017, 2002 and 1992

Quantitative  
and spatial

To describe quantitatively and 
spatially the research area, 

including its relation to Santiago 
and Chile

Excel and QGIS IDE and INE

Predominant 
socioeconomic groups 

per block
Spatial 

To describe the socioeconomic 
segregation of Santiago and the 

research area
QGIS OCUC

Casen various years
Quantitative 

database
To describe socioeconomic 

features
Excel and SPSS MIDESO

Remote image of 
Santiago

Spatial 
To describe the spatial character of 

Santiago and the research area
QGIS IDE

Informal camps 
registry

Spatial 
To describe the features of informal 

‘campamentos’ in Santiago
QGIS MINVU

Consolidated urban 
areas per year

Spatial 
To describe consolidated urban 

growth across the years
QGIS MINVU

PRC of La Florida Spatial 
To describe the diverse land uses 

enforced by the Municipality of La 
Florida

QGIS IDE and OCUC

PRMS of Santiago Spatial 

To describe the diverse land uses 
as implemented from the regional 

government for the Santiago 
Metropolis

QGIS IDE and OCUC
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e. selected secondary material analysed

policy

Work on mitigation infrastructure.
Source: public transparency from DOH

Communication from member of the 
parliament to regional government to
mitigate winter floods.
Source: informant

Response from municipality, listing the 
pending water management works. 
Source: informants

Letter from neighbourhood association to 
Ministry of Housing and Planning. 
Source: informant
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newspapers

“Aluviones are a permanent danger”.
Source: Las Ultimas Noticias, 
06/12/199

“How to live dangerously in Santiago”.
Source: Binimelis, 1993

“Mobilised neighbours “win the 
battle” to approve the local seccional plan.
Source: La Tercera 28/10/1996

After the Supreme Court shifted the decision,
neighbours from the aluvión “counterattack”.
Source: La Tercera 16/11/1996
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other documentation

The CIQMA as part of La Florida’s heritage.
Source: education leaflet lend by an 
informant

Invitation to the annual mass on 3 
May 2018 to commemorate 25 years 
of the aluvión.
Source: informants

Floods in the real estate projects, in 2005.
Source: informant

Flooding damages in El Esfuerzo in 2004.
Source: informant
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Updated registry of housing rights in the La Higuera exclusion zone.
Source: informant





Disasters and their underlying risks are critical social and 
spatial issues in our current urban condition. Predominant 
paradigms for understanding and acting upon disaster risks 
have long-established their profound social character, 
putting forth disaster risk reduction (DRR) and governance 
as central tenets. However, deeply political questions have 
been overlooked in relation to the role of urban processes 
in the root causation of disasters and the (re)creation of 
disaster risks.

Based on mixed methods and developing a spatial political 
economic perspective that recentres power, space and 
justice as analytical tools, this doctoral thesis analyses 
urban disaster governance in a marginal area of Santiago, 
Chile. From exclusionary outcomes of recovery and spatial 
planning, to contentious post-disaster memory and risk 
management initiatives, the research shows a critical 
tension between disaster risk and urbanisation processes. 
Far from politically-neutral and spatially-blind approaches 
to manage risks, this thesis points to the need to urbanise 
disaster governance, grounding critical practices not only 
towards DRR but also to resist the (re)creation of risks.

The Politics of Risks in the Foothills of Santiago
URBANISING DISASTER GOVERNANCE

RICARDO FUENTEALBA




